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JACK’S KITCHEN

JON SHAPLEY

Jack Gilmore’s
Lake Travis home
doesn’t have a kitchen
per se. It has five.
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SONYA COTE

East Eden, Hillside Farmacy
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JACK GILMORE

Jack Allen’s Kitchen
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Kitchen
Confidential
Five of Austin’s top chefs open the doors
to their home kitchens BY CARLA AVOLIO

I

n their professional kitchens, chefs David Bull
(Bar Congress, Congress and Second Bar +
Kitchen), Tyson Cole (Uchi and Uchiko), Sonya
Cote (East Eden, Hillside Farmacy), Jack Gilmore
(Jack Allen’s Kitchen) and Sarah McIntosh (épicerie) are used to acres of stainless steel countertops, top-of-the-line equipment and burners with serious BTUs.
At home, however, all have designed spaces that are far simpler,
choosing accessibility and functionality over fancy gadgetry.
But they all still agree on one kitchen essential: a good stove.
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he word “kitchen” doesn’t come close to describing the constellation of
entertainment hotspots in Jack Gilmore’s house overlooking Lake Travis.
There are five zones dedicated to the preparation of food and drinks, but
the ebullient chef-owner of Jack Allen’s Kitchen has every intention of adding
more. “We still don’t have a kitchen in the boat shed,” he says only half-jokingly.
When Gilmore and his wife, LuAnn, moved to the three-bedroom cabin as
empty nesters 10 years ago, they wanted to create a party-ready house that
“could feed 80 people,” he says. The original narrow kitchen with its electric
stove just wasn’t going to cut it, so Gilmore started to build.
On the main deck, there’s the open-air, industrial-grade stainless steel
kitchen made at just the right height so that Gilmore can see his friends
arriving by boat as he’s grilling burgers to serve for lunch. Farther down
the property, there’s the fire pit where he likes to roast an entire lamb
when his son Bryce, the acclaimed chef of Barley Swine, drops in. Two
steps away is the cantina, a.k.a. Jack’s Tequila Shrine, where Gilmore’s
collection of 500 spirits is displayed in a cheerfully decorated Mexicanstyle room. The latest addition is the pizza oven built at the front of the
house just feet away from the Odd Duck food truck, which launched
Bryce’s career, whiling away on the grass.
Gilmore’s kitchens aren’t glitzy showrooms fitted out with the latest gadgets.
Every one is built using salvaged materials, and the walls are crammed with
cast iron pots and antique kitchenware, like the terra cotta bowls from the set of
The Alamo. “Everything here has a story,” says LuAnn. Gilmore adds, “This isn’t
a fancy place. It’s people-friendly, and you won’t upset us by spilling wine on the
floor. Except maybe that we lost the wine.”

n most mornings, Sonya Cote can be found
foraging for herbs and vegetables in the
backyard of her East Austin home. Against
a sensational view of the city skyline, a flock of
four hens produce daily clutches of eggs, and
two stone-rimmed beds grow a cornucopia of
cabbage, peppers and artichokes. But Cote can
find just as many riches growing wild on her lawn.
“People think it’s a weed, but this wood sorrel has
such an amazing taste, and you can find it on the
side of the road,” says the fervent locavore.
As Austin’s most influential farm-to-table
chef, it’s no surprise that Cote’s garden is an
extension of her kitchen. “I spend most of my
time out here, so I’m happy for my kitchen to be
low maintenance,” she says.
Inside, she uses her compact kitchen like a
laboratory, developing and testing recipes for
her highly seasonal menu at East Eden, which
changes every week. Accessibility is everything,
so a spice rack is mounted on the wall right next
to the counter, where Cote preps ingredients
while overlooking her living room and enormous
collection of books that provide inspiration for
her recipes. “I love the simplicity of this kitchen,”
she says. “I have what I need staples-wise, and I
just pick the rest from the garden.”
And as if on cue, a squawk from the yard
alerts her that one of the hens has just laid
another egg.
I LOVE THIS KITCHEN BECAUSE…

I LOVE THIS KITCHEN BECAUSE… I built every one with my sons, and

the kitchens have pretty much everything we need.
EVERY KITCHEN MUST HAVE… good flow, nothing too far away and
enough space to work together with friends and family.
I WISH THIS KITCHEN HAD… more counter space, which it will have
someday. All projects at the house are 95 percent finished.
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it’s simple, the essentials are all here and it’s only
two steps away from my garden.
EVERY KITCHEN SHOULD HAVE…

a mandolin.

DAVID BULL

Bar Congress, Congress, Second bar + kitchen

S

ince opening acclaimed restaurant Congress in 2011, chef-owner David Bull has cooked his
way onto a slew of Best Restaurant lists with such exquisite dishes as salt-and-pepper foie gras
torchon. What then, does the former James Beard Award nominee and father of five cook when
he’s at home? Roast chicken, meat loaf and lots of pasta. “Congress food takes days to prepare, so it’s
not what I want to cook on the weekend,” he says. “Besides, the kids don’t eat it.”
Late last year, Bull and his wife, Fawn, overhauled their kitchen, replacing the original four-burner stove
with a professional-grade KitchenAid with six burners, a flatiron griddle (“for all those grilled cheeses”)
and two ovens. For maximum efficiency, they also added a trash compactor (“We really need it for this
size family” ) and pull-out drawers for easy access to pots, chopping boards and spices. A Silestone
countertop was chosen because it fuses seamlessly with the sink for extra cleanability, something Bull has
come to expect after more than 20 years spent in professional kitchens. “If I could design from scratch, I’d
put in concrete floors and stainless steel counters so I could really clean down,” he says.
Not that he doesn’t try. Says Fawn, “I still see him in there pouring water everywhere like he does at work.”
I LOVE THIS KITCHEN BECAUSE… it’s efficient and organized and has good cooking power.
EVERY KITCHEN SHOULD HAVE… family and friends. Also, extremely hot water and a spray

I WISH THIS KITCHEN HAD… a butcher-

bottle of alcohol to sanitize counters and hands.

block countertop so I can really prep ingredients.

I WISH THIS KITCHEN HAD… cement floors fitted with central drains.
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SARAH MCINTOSH
épicerie

W

hen Sarah McIntosh moved into her Cherrywood home four years
ago, the first thing she did was renovate the kitchen. “It was from
the 1930s and was just a sea of eggplant purple counters and maple
cabinets,” says the Louisiana-raised chef-owner of épicerie.
To give it the industrial chic look she was after, McIntosh’s husband, a
former kitchen builder, covered the countertops with great slabs of cool,
gray concrete. An awkward window space looking out to the dining room
was opened up to make a breakfast bar and those maple cabinets were
given new life with a lick of chocolate-brown paint. In another nice move,
McIntosh replaced one wall of cabinets with open steel shelving, which she
stocked with a carefully curated collection of treasures, like a 1905 steel
coffee mill that belonged to her mother. “The open shelving forces me to
be more neat and organized,” she says.
Indeed, the kitchen’s surfaces are clutter-free, holding only high-use items,
like her turquoise Le Creuset, which she uses “for everything,” she says.
Since giving birth to a baby in December, however, McIntosh has less
time for cooking. Her famous crawfish boils have been replaced with
simple dinners of steaks and pizzas, which she cooks on the ceramic grill in
the garden. Then there’s a little help from work. “My husband eats a lot of
food from the restaurant,” she says.
I LOVE THIS KITCHEN BECAUSE… it’s simple and functional, and

everything has its spot.
EVERY KITCHEN MUST HAVE… enough storage to keep clutter

off benches.
I WISH THIS KITCHEN HAD… a better stove. Top of my list is La Cor-

nue, which has a traditional French look, but I’d also be very happy with
a Vulcan.

TYSON COLE

Uchi, Uchiko

I

n the kitchen of one of Austin’s most celebrated sushi chefs, one
might expect to find cupboards overflowing with wabi-sabi ceramics
or gleaming lacquerware. But at the Westlake home of Uchi and
Uchiko’s chef-owner, a Nenox knife is one of the few signs of this awardwinning chef’s culinary pedigree. The classic aesthetic of his kitchen—
with dazzling quartz countertops, white cabinets and crystal embellishments—is the vision of his wife, Rebekkah, who designed the space
when the couple renovated a year ago. “I wanted it to be traditional but
also very pretty—hence the crystal,” she says.
The centerpiece of the kitchen is a 12-foot-long Silestone island. At one
end is their much-loved KitchenAid induction cooktop (“it’s accurate and
can boil water in 15 seconds; we’ll never go back to gas,” says Cole), and
at the other is a fringe of six bar stools where the couple’s three girls can sit
and be part of the action.
The walls are lined with cabinets, which organize the family’s array of
kitchen gadgets, from mixers to cookie cutters to antique cake stands. Of all
the appliances, though, the two ovens get the biggest workout. “We keep the
cooking very simple; it’s really just in the oven and out,” Cole says. “The girls
have recently gotten into sushi, but I keep all that equipment at work.”
Alas, Cole may not be cooking in this kitchen for long. The
4,054-square-foot house is currently for sale, listed at $1.595 million.
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I LOVE THIS KITCHEN BECAUSE… this island is big enough for us all
to hang out here, cooking and eating together.
I WISH THIS KITCHEN HAD… a wood-burning oven. You could open
up the two doors and put in anything from a pizza to a whole pig.
EVERY KITCHEN SHOULD HAVE… a good sink that’s spacious, strong
and durable.

